
Hi Sarah! 
 
Good job on what you have so far! I really like the layout and the overall look and design! It’s 
not honestly what I exactly had in mind, but I really like how it turned out and appreciate what 
you’ve made! I think it looks very organized and engaging with the Hispanic cultural feel 
throughout. I don’t think you have to make any major changes but here are some things you 
can do from here: 
 

1. Maybe implement active or hover state (on the flowers?) and giving a glow (not too 
vibrant) to show some nostalgia and optimism? Or maybe since the background of your 
homepage is dark, you could add some vibrant features that look like gleaming lights of 
the town on that page? Try it out and if it looks too busy, I would do something to the 
navigation bar or the headings.  

2. On the “Plot” page, you can add a small playbar (since you have the big one below) or 
some kind of reference to the song “Remember Me” next to the image of Miguel playing 
the guitar for her great-grandma to display and tie the themes of “life, family, and love” 
together  

3. This is probably just a mistake but remember to underline the “Production” category 
from the navigation bar when you start talking about it with “Development” 

4. I think you can add a small family picture on the cast members page and either refer to 
each one of the characters with what you have right now on the page. Or as you put a 
bracket to show the connection between Miguel and Hector, you could add an image of 
the two playing the guitar as a png file next to the bracket. I just want to see more visual 
connection between the characters. 

 
I like your color choices, typeface, and the layout, so from now on, I would just try to focus 
more on the themes (family, love, and music )and tying them together subtly without making 
the pages too loud or busy.  


